www.otouro.com
Strategic Center for the Future of African Countries

Our objective
Help African countries review their assets and develop them in a responsible way.
Our offer:
We are offering to open a complete independent center within which, no politics, no countries,
no big institutions are involved where all African countries can get advice.
Every country has huge assets. Our objective is to help countries review all their assets, define
which assets should be developed first and help develop and use them in a responsible way,
independently from any specific pressure from anyone.
We therefore help those countries define a bright future for themselves and become responsible.
We never take sides…. We do not tell what to do but give advice as far as strategy of the future
based on current assets and/or possible future assets to be developed.
We can as well help ease when needed, by only giving advice, while countries define their
strategy of the Future.
Why me:
-This center cannot be managed by anyone in order to avoid any corruption. It can only be
managed by someone who is known for his/her integrity and complete independence, by
someone who will not take any side and will not force anyone but give advice in a positive way.
I am known for my complete integrity and fight for truth and fair justice. I really care for people.
I have never taken sides, always been independent. In my own life, when something feels wrong,
and it affects myself and/or dear ones who cannot defend themselves, I fight to get it right. In all
other cases, I only give advice.

-It has to be someone who knows a lot about any kind of industries to be able to assess and
advise in all areas as well as someone who has a key strategic view of the Global Market. My
whole experience has given me a global knowledge in many key areas and my past successes
have shown not only my strategic view of the Future but as well my keen analysis of any
ongoing situation. I can assess, analyze, research and offer solutions.
-I am passionate about this project, not only because of the objective of it, but as well because of
my deepest appreciation of and for African countries. From 3 to 7 years old, I lived in an African
country. I have the best memories from it, having to hide with my mom in a car because of a
lion, dreaming about hippopotamus because I saw hundreds of them in a canyon, seeing the most
beautiful flowers, eating the best local food, spending time in a clay house by the ocean, going to
a traditional wedding, meeting the kindest people, and so much more!!!!.
Note:
Through the website, we accept only donations without condition to stay completely of integrity
and independent. We have alternative solutions for complete anonymous donation. We will
update here for more information so that more people can donate.
For administrative purpose, on the website, only people who donate and create an account can
contact us.
This is while we have everything in place... Thank you very much for your understanding!

